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1. Central authority in BE

the Criminal Record Office

- Public Federal Service Justice 

(not Police)

- Purposes :

- Originally, to inform the judicial authorities

- Later, to inform the government services and the citizens

- +/- 2.850.000  files regarding natural persons

- +/- 20.000 files regarding companies
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2. Input of the convictions

- Nomenclatures used for the main data

- offences 

- sanctions

- jurisdictions

- …

- Connection with the National Register of Natural Persons

- Automatic updating of the personal data registered in the Crim.Rec.

- Automatic input by the Courts

- realized since 01/2015:  police courts (70 % of our source)

- to come: the other jurisdictions

- +/- 280.000 decisions / year
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3. ECRIS in BE

- History 

- Current use of ECRIS

- 4 process:

- Notifications out

- Notifications in

- Requests in

- Requests out

- Statistics

- Benefits

- Areas of improvement
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History

- NJR-project (Network of Judicial Registers)

- 2003: France-Germany-Spain

- 2004 : + Belgium

- development of common nomenclatures

- offences

- sanctions
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NJR common nomenclature

- Development of a common nomenclature on basis of the 

list of the the European arrest warrant (Council 

framework decision of 13 june 2002)
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Eur. arrest warrant list

- participation in a criminal organisation,

- terrorism,

- trafficking in human beings,

- sexual exploitation of children and child pornography,

- illicit trafficking in narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances,

- illicit trafficking in weapons, munitions and explosives,

- corruption,

- fraud, including that affecting the financial interests of the European Communities within the meaning of the Convention of 26 July 1995 on the 
protection of the European Communities' financial interests,

- laundering of the proceeds of crime,

- counterfeiting currency, including of the euro,

- computer-related crime,

- environmental crime, including illicit trafficking in endangered animal species and in endangered plant species and varieties,

- facilitation of unauthorised entry and residence,

- murder, grievous bodily injury,

- illicit trade in human organs and tissue,

- kidnapping, illegal restraint and hostage-taking,

- racism and xenophobia,

- organised or armed robbery,

- illicit trafficking in cultural goods, including antiques and works of art,

- swindling,

- racketeering and extortion,

- counterfeiting and piracy of products,

- forgery of administrative documents and trafficking therein,

- forgery of means of payment,

- illicit trafficking in hormonal substances and other growth promoters,

- illicit trafficking in nuclear or radioactive materials,

- trafficking in stolen vehicles,

- rape,

- arson,

- crimes within the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court,

- unlawful seizure of aircraft/ships,

- sabotage
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The 100 most registered offences in BE in 2005
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BE nomenclatures

- Since 1996, the belgian C.R. uses 
- multiple nomenclatures

- offences

- sanctions

- jurisdictions

- …

- structured data
- dates

- Purposes:
- automatic extract in one of the 3 national languages (french, dutch, 

german)

- automatic generation of every extract (with application of the deletion 
rules)
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ECRIS offence codes list

Code Categories and sub-categories of offences

0100 00
Crimes within the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court

open category

0101 00 Genocide

0102 00 Crimes against humanity

0103 00 War crimes

0200 00
Participation in a criminal organisation

open category

0201 00 Directing a criminal organisation

0202 00 Knowingly taking part in the criminal activities of a criminal organisation

0203 00 Knowingly taking part in the non-criminal activities of a criminal organisation

0300 00
Terrorism

open category

0301 00 Directing a terrorist group

0302 00 Knowingly participating in the activities of a terrorist group

0303 00 Financing of terrorism

0304 00 Public provocation to commit a terrorist offence

0305 00 Recruitment or training for terrorism 
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Current use of ECRIS : 4 processes

- Notification out
- sending of a registered conviction regarding a person from another MS, 

to that MS
- fully automated processing

- Notification in
- reception from another MS, of a conviction regarding one of our nationals
- partially automated processing

- Request in
- request received regarding one of our national
- transmission of the response
- partially automated processing

- Request out
- request sent regarding a person from another MS
- reception of the response
- partially automated processing
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Current use of ECRIS

Process 1 : notification ‘out’

- fully automatic

- If automated record by the court

- directly in the belgian CR

- directly transmitted to the MS

- conversion of the belgian codes in the ECRIS codes

- If not automated record by the court

- record by the CR Office (Brussels)

- directly transmitted to the MS
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Current use of ECRIS 

Process 2 : notification ‘in’

- partially automated processing

- automatic reception of the notification (via ECRIS R.I.)

- manual record of the notification transmitted by ECRIS in the BE 

C.R., by the CR Office (Brussels)
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Current use of ECRIS 

Process 3 : request ‘in’

- partially automated processing

- automatic reception of the request (via ECRIS R.I.) regarding one 

of our nationals

- the user analyses the request and searches for the person in our 

C.R.

- If the person is known in our CR, the user can send the criminal 

record of the person by copy/paste a ‘requestId’ reference into our 

CR application. Via the batch import XML, the information is sent to 

the requesting MS

- If the person is unknown in the CR, the user checks first in our 

National Register of natural persons, to know if the person really is a 

national 

- If the person is ‘really’ unknown, the user sends via the RI a 

message ’person does not exist’
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Current use of ECRIS 

Process 4 : request ‘out’

- Request sent to the C.R. by a belgian authority for an extract of the 
criminal record of a MS

- Judicial

- Government service

- citizen

- The user enters the request regarding a person in the RI and send it to 
the relevant MS

- The user waits for the response from the MS and forward it to the 
requester.

• Remark: here, the difficulty is the different requirements to identify a 
person by the MS. Some need the father’s name, the province,… 

... Data not always available for us
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Some issues (1)

- When we respond to an ECRIS-request containing one or several 

aliases, we include the message “all aliases are checked” in the 

remarks box at the bottom of the request response message. Some 

MS have not yet implemented a similar acknowledgement of the 

presence of aliases

- MS sometimes mix up different data-elements, for example the city of 

birth and the family name

When there is an obvious mix-up in data-elements, for example 

when we receive a request with the identity BRUSSELS 

Vincent, born in Cambier, we know what to do...
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Some issues (2)

- Sometimes we struggle with incorrect or incomplete data (only a year 

of birth like 00/00/1968, incorrect spelling of the name, missing data-

elements,…)

- Non-computerized records cause some delay in answering the 

requests

- Use of general codes

- ECRIS offence code 2700 “other offence”
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Some issues (3)

- Deletion of the convictions 
- Some MS send a “pardon”, but the previous conviction with the info that that can 

be deleted is not transmitted

- Some MS always send a clear information where it appears that the conviction 
must be deleted

- Link between the facts and the sanctions not always clear
- Ex: 1 fine 250 € and 1 fine 400 € for 1 dangerous driving, 2 driving under the 

influence of alcohol, 1 offence against traffic regulations :  no link between the 
sanctions and the facts

- Sometimes legal terms not clear for the workers in the C.R. office
- Ex: “end of penalty” :  what are the consequences on the registered conviction ?

- Examples of problems

… But we are very much aware of the fact that every MS does everything 
within its power to ensure the best possible transfer of data…
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Process of generating a notification « out »
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belgian conviction bulletin received by the C.R. office
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BE C.R. computer application : screen identity data
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BE C.R. computer application

screen conviction

conviction bulletin
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Examples of ECRIS notifications « in »
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Notifications BE ’in’ 2012-2016
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2012:   279

2013:   7595

2014:   9113

2015:   7228

2016:   6909

Total:  31.124
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Notifications BE ’out’ 2012-2016
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Requests BE ’in’ 2012-2016

2012:   248

2013:   3600

2014:   4927

2015:   6409

2016:   7206

Total: 22.390 
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Requests BE ’out’ 2012-2016

2012:   67 

2013:   1326

2014:   1311

2015:   2260

2016:   3030

Total: 7.994
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Notifications BE ’out’ terrorism 2012-2016

offence offence code BE 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Participation to an activity of a terrorist group, as leader 30209B0000-B01 1 2

Participation to an activity of a terrorist group 30209B0000 2 3 8
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… The future

- Belgium pleads for the extension 

of ECRIS to the TCN’s

- For an equal treatment of the 

persons

- For an increased efficiency of 

the system of exchange

- Central index
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- Belgium pleads for the generalization 
of the use of fingerprints

- for the TCN’s

- for the Europeans

- solution for the problem of the 
incorrect identities transmitted 
between the states

- purpose: to avoid that an arrested 
person falls through the cracks ! 

- if a person has 2 nationalities: one 
E.U., and one TCN,…

… The future
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